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Features and specifications

TrackLab is the software tool for recognition and analysis of spatial behavior and the design of interactive systems. TrackLab is the versatile workbench for all your studies on movement and location, and the design of location-based systems
and services. It will aid you in the complete process of your work on spatial behavior. After you decide on the most suit-

able tracking technology, TrackLab lets you import the collected tracking data in real-time or offline. The data you collect
can be visualized, processed and analyzed. Furthermore, you can create interactive systems that respond in real-time to
the location or spatial behavior of subjects being tracked.

1. tracking technology
TrackLab is designed as an open and flexible system, so that the software works with a wide variety of tracking technologies.

•
•

For Outdoor tracking you can use GPS data, either real-time or offline and if you want improve the data quality

with augmentation services such as EGNOS or WAAS.

Indoor tracking can be applied in settings ranging from a controlled laboratory to a real-life environment,
from consumers in a supermarket to cattle in a farm.

TrackLab supports a wide variety of indoor tracking solutions, including Ubisense™ ultra-wideband sensors and tags,

EagleEye™ stereo camera sensors, the EthoVision® video tracking system, and our video-based PeopleTracker™ (coming
soon). For offline import of tracks, TrackLab supports GPX, CSV and JSON formats. For live import of real-time data,

TrackLab incorporates an import engine to enable it to be able to handle a wide variety of formats.

2. data preparation
As with all measurement systems, location measured using GPS devices has errors associated with it. The size of the error
varies according to atmospheric conditions, the location of the subjects (for example, tall buildings can block satellite
reception), and movement of the subject. TrackLab incorporates data processing algorithms to remove outliers and

smooth the data which specially designed to improve the quality of GPS track data. Furthermore there is also a powerful
function to select and edit individual tracks to improve your data quality.

3. project navigation
TrackLab saves data in project files, which contain the objects being tracked, the
tracks themselves (longitude/latitude or x-y Cartesian coordinates), zones and

points of interest and creating events based on zones and movement which can
be used for calculations and integration with other software. TrackLab has an

Explorer interface, so that you can easily move between the different components of your project.

4. visualization
You can explore and view your TrackLab data in a variety of ways:
Locations show data for each track point (or GPS fix) including the Y, Y, Z (longitude, latitude, and altitude), speed and

acceleration. You can also copy this data to other programs for further analysis and sort and edit the data in this view
to remove outliers.

Maps show your tracks either on OpenStreetMap or on a bitmap that you import (depending on your type of data). You
can pan and zoom the map, and draw points and regions of interest. You can plot the tracks as trajectories (in a variety

of styles), or show the sample density as a customizable heat map. The tracks can be played back in a variety of ways, so
that both short tracks and those acquired over a long time period can be played back conveniently.

Graphs show the value of a measured variable (currently only speed) over time, synchronized with the other views.

5. statistics
You can use the location of your tracked subjects in relation to zones and also whether or not they are moving to generate events. You can create an analysis report showing detailed information about each of these events.

You can also make an analysis report showing a wide range of variables for each of your tracks, with statistics such as
duration, average speed, maximum acceleration, movement statistics (according to thresholds you can set yourself),
a variety of parameters describing the path shape, and statistics quantifying the zone visits.

The data of all the views are synchronized so that you can explore the interaction between, for instance, velocity and
location.

6. real-time integration with other software
TrackLab is able to provide its data real-time to other software.

For instance, when a subject enters a zone or starts moving, that

generates an event, which can be communicated to another program. In the example below, a consumer entering a location in

a supermarket (visualized by the comment markers) is shown a

personalized message on a display at that location, dependent on
the path they have taken through the shop. TrackLab’s real-time

integration opens up a whole set of possibilities, and Noldus will
be happy to help you configure it to your particular needs.

7. system requirements
Minimum system requirements

•
•
•
•
•

1 GHz or faster 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) processor
1 GB RAM (32-bit) or 2 GB RAM (64-bit)
1 GB free hard disk space
Internet access

US-English Windows 7

(TrackLab can run on Windows XP and Windows 8, but limited testing has been done on these platforms)

Additional recommendations

•

TrackLab has been designed to work with multicore processors, which allows the application to run as fast and

•

For processing large datasets or data with high sampling rates, we recommend to use a workstation with more

smoothly as possible.
internal memory.
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